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This “layman’s report” forms part of the reporting of the LIFE Nature project RERABOG.
The purpose of the project is to restore raised bogs in 7 project areas and to develop and
disseminate methods for the restoration of raised bogs in a Danish context.
The project period ran from 2005 to 2011.
In 2005-2006, the project was run as a collaboration between Viborg County, Vejle County,
Southern Jutland County, Funen County and the Danish Nature Agency.
The project was continued and brought to an end by the Danish Nature Agency.

Restoration of raised bogs in
Denmark using new methods
Layman’s report

Boest Mose.

The raised bog
– an endangered natural habitat
From prehistoric right up to historical times, raised bogs were

rity natural habitats protected by the EU’s Habitats Directive and

one of Denmark’s commonest types of bog. They were most

included in the European network of protected natural habitats

widespread in Jutland, but they were also to be found in eastern

known as Natura 2000.

Denmark. In the past, 25% of the Danish landmass was covered

Under the EU Habitats Directive, Denmark has committed itself

by bogs, with raised bogs as the commonest type, but today that

to taking good care of the raised bogs, ensuring that they do not

figure is down to 2 to 3 per cent.

decline further and, ideally, increasing the area and the number

Over the years, the resources available in the raised bogs have

of raised bogs – a process known as establishing “a favourable

been exploited. Peat has been used for fuel and, in more recent

conservation status”.

times, for soil improvement in gardens and market gardens. As
technology developed, it became easier and easier to drain the

It is against this backdrop that, in 2005, the Danish Nature

raised bogs, dig up peat in large quantities, convert the raised

Agency and four Danish counties (Viborg, Vejle, Southern

bogs to agricultural land or afforest those raised bogs that were

Jutland and Funen) received project funds from the EU’s LIFE

located in forested areas.

scheme in order to ameliorate some of the raised bogs in Den-

In Denmark, this has resulted in the disappearance of more

mark and to trial various methods of restoration in a Danish

than 95% of our raised bogs, essentially meaning that we do

context.

not have any fully intact raised bogs left. This hefty decline in

The title of the project is “REstoration of RAised BOGs in Den-

raised bogs has also taken place in the rest of Europe, with the

mark using new methods”, hence the abbreviation RERABOG.

result that raised bogs are an endangered natural habitat at
European level. Raised bogs are therefore one of the high prio-

The RERABOG project came to an end on 31 October 2011.

Prevalence of raised bogs in 1919, as part of the bog communities larger
than 5 hectares. (Made from Thogersen 1942).

Prevalence of raised bogs in 2000.

LIFE is the EU’s financial instrument suppor-

Natura 2000 is the name of a European network

ting environmental and nature conservation

of natural sites nominated by the Member States

projects throughout the EU.

of the EU where special conservation rules apply.
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The raised bog
– a natural habitat that contains
few species but is unique and
unbelievably complex
Raised bogs were formed over hundreds of years by peat mosses

obtain water and nutrients from the groundwater and have to

(sphagnum). They become “raised” because the peat mosses

survive on what they can take from the air and precipitation.

constantly grow and because the environment in such bogs is

This is how the actual raised bog is formed.

so acidic that the peat that is formed is not broken down and
transformed. This means that, every year, a new thin layer is

The conditions for plant growth on raised bogs are tough. The

formed of dead plant parts that are not decomposed. The top,

conditions are very low in nutrients and the only water reserves

living layer of plants is therefore constantly getting higher and

are those that the plants themselves can retain from precipita-

higher.

tion. At the top of the raised bogs, the peat mosses – through a
range of different biochemical processes – form a highly acidic

Peat moss is capable of sucking up water up to around 50 cm

environment.

above the original groundwater level, but as the peat layer
increases, the lowest layer is compacted and becomes impossible

Few plants can survive in the wet and acidic, low-nutrient

for water to penetrate. This means that the plants are unable to

environment that prevails in raised bogs. Other species find it
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very difficult to displace the natural raised bog species in an
unaltered raised bog, and it is therefore one of the most stable
types of natural habitat that exists.
Raised bogs are thus one of the few types of climax environment
in Denmark (a climax environment is a natural habitat that would
exist if nature were left to develop freely without human intervention).
Thus, even if when seen in isolation raised bogs are a type of
natural habitat that has a very low species count, they nonetheless represent a really unique and complicated ecosystem. The
low number of species thus does not mean that raised bogs are
not highly biodiverse. Diversity is not only about the number
of different species, but also the number of different forms and
structures that occur in an ecosystem, and in that area, raised

Cottongrass blooming at a raised bog.
Photo: Thomas Eske Holm , www.fugleognatur.dk

bogs are absolutely unique. This is because they are characterised by the fact that the few species that do occur in raised
bogs form a large number of different structures with highly
specialised functions which together form an ecosystem with an
authenticity, naturalness and continuity that is quite special.
You could almost describe an unaltered raised bog as a large organism in balance with itself. As a result, raised bogs are highly
sensitive to intrusions. If parts of the system are damaged or
altered, this will have consequences for the system as a whole.
Unfortunately, that is how things stand in all of Denmark’s raised
bogs, and there is therefore a need to protect those remnants that
we still have as best we can.
At the same time, it is important to find methods to restore those
parts of the bogs where it is still possible to bring about a restored
raised bog system.
Sundew – one of the small but fascinating number of species to be found
in a raised bog. One of Denmark’s few carnivorous plants.

Cross-section of a raised bog (Moseplejebogen, Fredningsstyrelsen 1985).
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Blocking up ditches and
clearing wood replace peat
extraction, cultivation and
afforestation
Peat has been dug up for fuel on the raised bogs since the Iron

connection with conservation, agreements were entered into

Age. For a long time, this resource extraction took place in ba-

with the landowners in question. There are a total of 120 to 130

lance with nature, so that the raised bogs were able to regenerate.

private landowners within the project areas.

However, as agriculture developed and then industrialisation
took place, it became technologically possible and economically

The project areas varied widely, in terms of size, in terms of how

beneficial to drain the raised bogs. That made it possible to dig

much untouched raised bog remained and to what extent the

up peat from, cultivate and afforest previously inaccessible raised

dug-up part of the bog was degraded.

bog land. The extraction of peat for fuel came to an end in the
1950s, but was then superseded by the extraction of peat mould

At Store Økssø, the raised bog had not been dug up, but it had

(sphagnum) for gardens and market gardening, an exploitation

been provided with ditches and afforested. In this case 30

that has continued right up to the present day.

hectares of forest were felled and 720 blockages were put in
place to block up more than 12 km of ditches. In addition, trials

However, the RERABOG project has reversed this negative trend.

were carried out of harvesting and spreading peat moss in

Over generations, Danes have extracted assets from the raised

order to promote the formation of more peat. 1,700 metres of an

bogs and cultivated the drained areas of land. The time had now

existing path were reinforced, while a 6-metre long bridge was

come to safeguard and ameliorate the last remnants of the origi-

also built.

nal raised bogs, and to make it possible for new raised bogs to
grow up on the areas that had been dug up.

At Brandstrup Mose, the raised bog was highly dug-up and overgrown and only a few hectares of untouched raised bog remain.

The project has been underway in a total of seven areas of land

What is more, there was a 950-metre long high-voltage power

in Jutland and on Funen, which are as follows:

line running through the bog. This was replaced with 1,150 metres of cable south of the bog, and a 1,000-metre long drainage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At Store Økssø in Rold Skov
In Brandstrup Mose between Viborg and Bjerringbro
In Boest Mose north of Nørre Snede
In Svanemosen south of Kolding
In Storelung between Glamsbjerg and Ringe
In Nybo Mose between Fåborg and Svendborg
In Kongens Mose at Draved Skov south of Løgumkloster

run was also built. This drainage run ensures the drainage of
the land north of the bog and protects the bog from drainwater
containing nutrients. At the outflow of the bog a weir and a
135-metre long dike were built, enabling the water level within
the bog to be raised by half a metre more than would otherwise
have been possible. In the bog itself, ditches were blocked and
around 20 hectares of land were cleared of trees.

The work was organised by the local units of the Danish Nature

Boest Mose has been partially dug up and partially afforested.

Agency. On four of the sites, the work took place exclusively on

In this case, 25 hectares of forest were cleared and 4.5 km of

state-owned land, while on the three remaining sites, which are

ditches blocked up.

privately owned, there was a close dialogue with the owners.
Where land management had not already been laid down in
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Svanemosen is characterised by peat extraction, overgrowth
and afforestation, so in this case 64 hectares of forest and vegetation were cleared and nearly 12 km of ditches blocked up. In
addition, a covered lookout tower was built at the southern end
of the bog.
Nybo Mose is a small bog characterised by overgrowth and
draining. In this case, 4 hectares of vegetation were cleared,
and 1.1 km of ditches blocked up.
Storelung was overgrown and had been drained.1.5 hectares of
forest and 12 hectares of vegetation were cleared. In addition,
2.5 km of ditches were closed up.
Kongens Mose is the largest of the project areas. It is a very

Clearing wood in Nybo Mose.

varied area that contains everything from untouched raised bog
surface to completely dug up raised bog that has been cultivated. The work undertaken was just as varied: 15 km of ditches
were blocked, along with 4 km of drains, forest and vegetation
was cleared from 140 hectares of land, an access road was
moved and a car park and a low, disability-friendly lookout
platform provided.

Information
At those sites with public access, information boards explaining
about the project at that location have been put up.

Brandstrup Mose: Sluice weir gate built into the dike.

Peat extraction in the Iron Age. Illustration Niels Bach.
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Project areas

Store Økssø
(DK00FX126)
N2000 18

Brandstrup Mose
(DK00EX138)
N2000 34

Boest Mose
(DK00DZ153)
N2000 53

Svanemosen
(DK00BX337)
N2000 226

Storelung

(DK008X193)
N2000 119

Kongens Mose
(DK009X061)
N2000 99

© Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen.
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Nybo Mose

(DK008X194)
N2000 120

Many methods
have been trialled
One of the objectives of the project was to test out different
methods that could be used for the restoration of raised bogs in
Denmark. Some of these were methods that had been used successfully in other European countries, while others were new
ideas that were being tried out.

Blockages in ditches
Various methods have been used to close up ditches:
• Closing up using peat dams.
• Closing up using plates (made of smooth plastic, profiled
plastic or waterproofed plywood).
• Closing up using a combination of peat dams and plates.
• Closing up by means of filling in the entire ditch.
• Closing up wide channels using large sheet piling.

Peat dams: closing off a ditch using a peat dam.

All of the different methods used for closing up worked as intended, but they each have their own advantages and disadvantages,
and the prices vary very widely. The knack is in selecting the
type that best fits the raised bog that you are trying to restore.

Damming using plates: closing off a ditch using plates.

Damming using iron sheet piling.

Damming using peat and plates.
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Dike
On just one site (Brandstrup Mose) it was necessary to build a
135-metre long dike as well as closing off the ditches in order to
be able to raise the water level in the bog sufficiently.

Machinery and methods
Various items of machinery and various methods have been
tested out in connection with tree clearing. One of the methods
was a low-impact method of removing the felled wood from the
raised bog. A digger with a 20-metre arm was used in order to
avoid driving on the land too much. The method worked, but it
did prove expensive. More successful was the use of a method
where the machinery that removes the wood was on solid ground
in the form of an “island” of roadway plates that the machinery
itself moves as necessary. This method was highly successful
and was therefore also used with the machinery used to build

An island of roadway plates: in this case the digger brings the solid ground
with it, in the form of roadway plates.

the peat dams.
The method can be used on a large scale with iron roadway plates,
but it can also be used on a smaller scale, where plastic roadway
plates are used.

Clearing of trees
Clearing trees on a raised bog serves two purposes.
First of all, it provides more light to the peat mosses, which
cannot tolerate being in full shade, while it also reduces the evaporation that takes place from the leaves of the trees. Given that
Denmark’s raised bogs are naturally treeless, the ideal scenario
would be for all trees on the bogs to be removed completely.
In reality, that is not always possible. This is either because it is
technically difficult and therefore too expensive, or because it
would cause too much damage to the plant life on the raised bogs.
Numerous principles of clearance were used in the project. In
most places, all the wood felled was removed, but in some places

Test of long-range excavator to move the felled wood.

it was not expedient or possible to remove the wood, and it was
therefore left on the ground.
While this is not ideal, it is acceptable as the quantity of nutrients
that is added thanks to the mass of wood is nevertheless limited
and is offset by the fact that you avoid the damage that would
be done to plant life as a result of removing the felled trees. In
some cases there is even a benefit to leaving the wood on the
ground. This happens when the wood is able to be left in waterfilled former peat-cutting sites or channels, where it can help
to moderate the movement of the water when it is windy. This
makes it easier for peat mosses to establish themselves and thus
to begin the formation of a new raised bog.

Peat dam.
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Follow-up clearance
When clearing trees on degraded raised bogs, it is more the rule
than the exception that there will be re-growth (new growth
of trees and bushes). Experience on the project demonstrated
that re-growth is a problem in nearly all the project areas. It
can only be reduced to a minimum if it is also possible to ensure
optimal water level conditions.
Follow-up clearance was therefore necessary for many of the
project areas.
Methods used included:
• Clearing using brush cutters.
• Cutting off shoots from stumps and roots using an axe.
• Mechanical clearance using a wood crusher mounted on a
snowcat (see photo).

Snowcat with wood crusher.

• Grazing by goats.
The main conclusions are that the earlier follow-up clearance
can commence, and the more often the land in question can
be dealt with (twice a year initially), the greater the chances of
mastering the re-growth. This is not cheap, and it is therefore
important to ensure, before clearing trees for the first time, that
you will be able to continue to keep the area free of trees going
forwards. If that is not possible, you may be making a bad situation worse and would therefore be better off not clearing the
land. Peat mosses need light, so if a clearance gives rise to dense
vegetation that results in more shadow than before the clearance,
it would have been better not to carry out a clearance.
Grazing can solve some of the re-growth problems. However,
since grazing can damage the raised bog in the long term, it
must always be an interim solution. It is thus important to have
a plan for when grazing will be brought to an end.

Vibration pile driving.

Spread of peat moss
In order to promote the formation of peat, trials were carried
out on the bog at Store Økssø of harvesting and spreading
peat moss. This method is known to have been used in other
countries, and this is the second time it has been tested under
Danish conditions. The trial was quite small, but the outcome
was positive.
The method is to be tested on a larger scale of 20-30 hectares
on a new LIFE project at Lille Vildmose.

Spreading of peat moss.
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Has the project led to gains for
the peat mosses?
In order to track the progress of the peat mosses in the raised

The results show that there has, by and large, been an increase

bogs in the project, in 2006 a baseline stock-take of the quantity

in the quantity of peat moss. On 20 of the 25 lines gains have

of peat moss was carried out. The stock-take took place by means

been made, and overall there are gains at all of the sites. This

of 2 to 4 lines being laid out in each bog and the quantity of peat

means that the quantity of peat moss (the degree of coverage)

moss along each line being totalled up.

has increased as the project has gone on. The trend has therefore

This stock-taking exercise was repeated in 2010.

been very positive, and things have been moving in the right

It must be emphasised that the measurements are aimed at

direction, but there is no disguising the fact that there is a long

tracking the effect of the work of the project and do not offer

way still to go. The degree of coverage must reach at least 80% if

any insight into the general condition of the bogs.

an area of land is to be classified as peat-forming and as having
a favourable conservation status. The best degree of coverage
seen in the stock-taking exercise is just 40%, or a little under.
The positive trend has thus begun, but it needs to be continued
going forwards if the ultimate objective is to be achieved.

Coverage, cm
Site

Progression 2006 = 100

Coverage, %

Length, cm

2006

2010

2006-2010

2006

2010

Store Økssø

187.400

24.715

38.761

157

13,2

20,7

Brandstrup Mose

239.600

42.163

44.691

106

17,6

18,7

Boest Mose

134.800

30.670

37.134

121

22,8

27,5

Storelung

149.400

31.386

36.342

116

21,0

24,3

Nybo Mose

165.900

7.664

10.813

141

4,6

6,5

Svanemose

369.400

37.306

43.981

118

10,1

11,9

Kongens Mose

302.900

26.159

28.614

109

8,6

9,4

Figure: Progression of peat mosses on raised bogs in the project. Figure
Source: Monitoring of the raised bog areas included in the LIFE raised bogs project, 2006-2010, Mette Risager, RisagerConsult.
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What is the best way to take
care of our raised bogs?
Returning water and light to the bogs

What about airborne nutrients?

It is tempting to say that there are three methods of restoring

A raised bog is a nutrient-depleted habitat. It is therefore af-

raised bogs, and they are water, water and more water. Of course,

fected by the airborne nutrients of a modern society. There is

that is not completely correct, as the peat-forming mosses also

not much that can be done about this in a restoration project

need light and low-nutrient conditions.

beyond ensuring that all other factors are as optimal as possible.

It is absolutely certain, however, that without the optimal hydro-

The Danish state and the municipalities are constantly working

logy (as much water on the bog as possible), the other things that

to reduce the impact of airborne nutrients, first and foremost

you can do for the bog are largely irrelevant.

through general administration and planning.

This does not mean that other such things should not be done,
but that things are very difficult if adequate water on the bog is
not ensured at the same time.
So, how do you do that? Obviously, raised bogs only get the water
that falls as precipitation and, not counting global climate change,
precipitation is not something that humanity can influence.
What we can do, though, is to ensure that the water that falls on
raised bogs remains there for as long as possible.
Water disappears from bogs in two ways: it drains away through
ditches and drains and it evaporates from the trees that have
taken over degraded raised bogs.
The answer is therefore very simple.
First of all, the draining process is stopped by means of demolishing drains and blocking up ditches. If the bog in question has
been dug up to a very large extent, it may be that it is necessary
to build dikes and alter the terrain.

Clearing at Store Økssø.

Secondly, the growth of trees and bushes must be removed.
This provides twin benefits: it reduces evaporation and it allows
more light for the peat mosses.
The simplest approach is to fell trees and bushes. This achieves
the desired effect immediately, but, as described above, it can
lead to a problem with new growth.
Where it is certain that there will be a great deal of water on
the bog, it is also possible to leave the trees and see them slowly
killed off by means of drowning. In this case, the effect is not as
fast, but this method avoids the problems of re-growth.

Chipping of wood at Svanemosen.
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Has the project achieved its
objectives?
Looking simply at the figures, the project has achieved the

Have things improved in the bogs?

objectives set before the start.

Yes, they have. The stock-takes referred to earlier show that

The hydrology on 365 hectares of original raised bogs and par-

there have been gains of peat mosses on all the raised bogs in

tially degraded raised bogs has definitively been improved and

the project.

that has considerably improved the chances of them becoming

At three of the sites, measuring equipment has been set up to

raised bogs again.

measure the water level every 6 hours all year round. Looking

Trees and vegetation have been cleared on nearly 300 hectares

at these readings before and after a restoration shows that the

of land.

falling of the water level that takes place over the summer in a

Various methods have been tested and developed to restore the

drained raised bog has been reduced.

hydrology of the raised bogs and to control the re-growth of trees

However, the fact that things have improved in the raised bogs

and bushes.

does not mean that everything is perfect.

A technical guide to the experience gained has been produced in

There is a long way to go, but the first steps in the right direction

connection with this in both Danish and English.

have been taken.

A study of the literature has been carried out into the most suitable machinery to use for the restoration of raised bogs.
“Planting” peat moss in order to promote the establishment of
new peat moss growth has been tried.
A simple method of monitoring the development of peat mosses
in restored raised bogs has also been described.
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What is the most important thing the project has taught us?
It is possible to reverse the trends on even highly degraded
raised bogs so that the bogs improve and things move in the
right direction.
Water is the most important factor in the restoration of a raised
bog.
Clearance must be considered carefully. Peat mosses need light,
so if a clearance gives rise to dense vegetation that results in more
shadow than before the clearance, a bad situation has been made
worse.
Follow-up clearance needs to be carried out early and often in
order to avoid becoming a permanent necessity.

Cottongrass blooming on the raised bog Havemosen at Store Økssø.

Grazing can be used to keep growth down, but can never be a
permanent undertaking. There has been positive experience in
the project with the use of goats, since their preferred food is
woody vegetation.
The original surfaces are difficult to restore, as they often remain
in the form of islands in a landscape of excavated peat. The most
important thing is thus to safeguard them because of the history
hidden in the prehistoric peat layer.
If the aim is peat-forming vegetation, the focus must be on
those parts of the bogs where the peat can be permanently
water-saturated.
It is in particular the former peat-excavation sites that can be
flooded in order to bring about active peat-forming vegetation
and ensure that peat is formed again.
This is where both the challenge and the possibilities lie in the

Kongens Mose.

ongoing work of restoring Denmark’s raised bogs.

Boest Mose.
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Kongens Mose.

Restoration of raised bogs in Denmark using new methods – a LIFE Nature project
Layman’s report
This “layman’s report” forms part of the reporting of the LIFE Nature project RERABOG.
The purpose of the project is to restore raised bogs in 7 project areas and to develop and disseminate methods for the restoration of raised bogs in a Danish context.
The project is implemented by the Danish Nature Agency in the period 2005-2011.
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the wild fauna and flora of European Union interest, according to the Birds
and Habitats directives, thus supporting implementation of the European
Union’s nature & biodiversity policy and the Natura 2000 Network.
Natura 2000 is the centrepiece of EU nature & biodiversity policy. It is an
EUwide network of nature protection areas established under the 1992 Habitats Directive. The aim of the network is to assure the long-term survival of
Europe’s most valuable and threatened species and habitats.
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